Melting behavior of a covalently closed, single-stranded, circular DNA.
We synthesized the 26-residue deoxynucleotide sequence d(TTCCT5GGAATTCCT5GGAA) which folds intramolecularly to form a dumbbell-shaped, double-hairpin structure with a gap between the 3' and the 5' ends. We used T4 polynucleotide kinase to phosphorylate the 5' end followed by T4 DNA ligase to close the 3' and 5' ends. Melting of the dumbbell structure formed by this ligated sequence produces a covalently closed, single-stranded, circular final state. We employed calorimetric and spectroscopic techniques to characterize thermodynamically the melting behavior of the ligated molecule and compared it with the corresponding melting behavior of its unligated precursor. This comparison allowed us to characterize uniquely the influence of single-stranded ring closure on intramolecular duplex melting. The data reveal that ring closure produces a thermally more stable structure which exhibits significantly altered melting thermodynamics. We rationalize these thermodynamic differences in terms of differential solvation and differential counterion association between the ligated and unligated molecules. We also note the importance of such constrained dumbbell structures as models for hairpins, cruciforms, and locally melted domains within naturally occurring DNA polymers.